Executing Geodetic Campaigns With PGM
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Communication Path

1 Highlighted Process - see Appendix

5 An NGS Blue Book submission cannot occur unless (4).
4 PGM Submissions (occupations & data files) cannot occur unless (3).
3 Campaign Template dispersal to technicians (with PGM) cannot occur unless (2).
2 Campaign Template modifications cannot occur (with PGM) unless (1).
1 Campaign Template dispersal to managers (with PGM).

a Managers (using PGM) may submit occupations, or changes to occupations, at any time.
b Specialists may receive (for PGM) campaign templates at any time.
c Specialists may submit (using PGM) campaign template modifications at any time.
d Specialists may submit (using PGM) occupations, or changes to occupations, at any time.
e The public may access any component of the 'in-process' campaign at any time, if this